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ABSTRACT
Visualization techniques can facilitate the understanding and explo-
ration of relationships in usertesting data. For example, data from
players’ in-game movement can be combined with interview data
or questionnaire results. However, the process of amalgamation
is not straightforward, because the underlying data o�en exists
in di�erent formats. Another challenge is making these visualiza-
tions simple enough to provide a quick overview for producers, but
also detailed enough to be usable and practical for gameplay pro-
grammers. Although various visualization techniques have already
been introduced in this domain, most of these techniques focus
on displaying large amounts of quantitative telemetry data with-
out integrating qualitative or contextual data on player experience.
Moreover, most of the current visualizations are static representa-
tions of usertesting data, so they cannot dynamically adjust to users’
(e.g. producers, programmers) needs. Hence, there is a need for an
interactive visualization tool that can adjust data representation
based on the nature and detail level of data required from di�erent
members of a development team. �is paper reports our current
development e�orts on a tool that assists data collection and pro-
vides a dynamic and interactive representation of usertesting data.
We also report two initial studies to evaluate the e�ectiveness of
the tool with game developers to guide our future development.
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1 INTRODUCTION
E�ective representation of usertesting data is one of the current
challenges in Games User Research (GUR) [17]. GUR is concerned
with developing a set of techniques and tools to measure and study
players’ behaviour in the interest of helping developers optimize
player experience in their games [2]. �us, GUR tools are o�en
used for the purpose of gathering data and evaluating insights from
players to inform game design decisions [23]. One major challenge
is the sheer quantity of data that needs to be analyzed and un-
derstood. �is can o�en be daunting and confusing to decipher,
requiring game developers to painstakingly review large collections
of usertesting data to derive actionable information. Hence, the
simpli�cation and enhancement of the data interpretation process
is of paramount importance to the �eld of GUR. To address this
challenge, we have been developing a plug-in for Unity3D that
o�ers an interactive 3D visualization tool to assist the collection
and representation of usertesting data including players’ in-game
behaviour (e.g. tracking their movements, custom events), facial
expressions, and verbal comments. �is project is a continuation of
previous work on conventional usertesting [18] and gameplay vi-
sualization of telemetry data [19]. No previous approach regarding
usertesting data representation has provided a 3D interactive en-
vironment for game developers to analyze usertesting data. �ese
interactive features could help developers to more e�ectively ex-
plore user data and identify particular areas to investigate further
using qualitative data.

�is paper makes three important contributions to the �eld of
GUR and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). First, our Unity
plug-in tool will make 3D spatial visualization more available to
small and medium-sized developers, as comparable tools are o�en
only accessible to AAA-developers. Second, our tool facilitates
both data collection and visualization, hence optimizing the user
research process. And, third, the tool is capable of combining
both quantitative and qualitative data overlaying the game-world,
with real-time �ltering. �ese enhance developers’ capabilities to
explore usertesting data and identify problematic areas in their
level or game design.

2 RELATEDWORK
Earlier advancements in the GUR �eld focused on adapting HCI
user evaluation methods for gameplay experience evaluation [2].
�is was a necessary step in establishing the foundations of a new
practice. However, gameplay experience is too complex to measure
with only one technique [21]. To drive progress in the �eld, it is
necessary to consolidate the understanding and practice of multiple
research techniques, and to address reporting of results as a key
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component of the research process. However, gathering and rep-
resenting information are o�en complex processes, as it is critical
to provide context to make the gathered data meaningful for game
developers. Otherwise, it may be interpreted incorrectly, and be
used to draw misleading conclusions about gameplay experiences.

One major issue that arises with the collection and analysis of
data is the quantity of data that must be examined. �e task of
processing excessive amounts of usertesting data may prove to
be a slow and tedious undertaking for developers, impeding their
ability to make progress in improving their games. �us, one of
the challenges faced by researchers is the improvement of the data
interpretation process, to make data more meaningful and enhance
the ability of developers to make e�ective design decisions.

�ere are two types of data that are gathered from the player and
require evaluation; qualitative data, which is descriptive in nature,
and quantitative data, representing numerical values. Due to its of-
ten detailed and context-sensitive nature, qualitative data is usually
more challenging to analyze than quantitative data. �alitative
data may be used to explain the reasons underlying quantitative
results. �antitative data will o�en describe the frequency, timing,
and location of events during a usertest session. Accompanying
qualitative data can uncover why and how these events occurred.
�alitative data can o�en justify the appearance of quantitative
data, as well as revealing user emotions during usertesting sessions.
Merging these two types of data carries many challenges, but there
are bene�ts in performing such a task.

�ere are several ways to interpret data from usertest sessions
[6, 13, 23]. Previous work has worked towards creating tools and
systems that facilitate both qualitative and quantitative data record-
ing and visualization. Others have created tools that accommo-
date speci�c measurements of data such as game metrics[8–10, 16].
�ese metrics can involve a wide range of actions such as in-game
purchases or in-game events, such as item collection.

Once the data has been recorded, it must be visualized in a clear
and concise way. Data should also be available in a brief and easily
digestible format in the interest of providing developers with a
suitable summary of results that can be used in further iterative
development.

2.1 Data Gathering and Visualization Tools
Data visualizations are aimed to help game developers more e�ec-
tively explore and analyze large gameplay data sets to realize and
improve their intended player experience. Although these graphical
representations o�en make complex gameplay data more under-
standable [23], most existing visualizations focus on displaying
player behaviour without addressing qualitative information on
player experience, a�itude, emotional experience, or motivation, ex-
cepting, for example, the work of Kim et al. [12] and Mirza-Babaei
et al. [19]. �e la�er, for instance, shows relationships between a
player’s physiological changes (e.g. change of feelings) and game
events.

An approach that has begun to show promise within the HCI �eld
is automated tracking of data. One example would be Microso�’s
Tracking Real-Time User Experience (TRUE) [4] system, which
uses survey data gathered during gameplay to show a player’s emo-
tional state as they play a game, giving emotional context to a play

session [16]. Similar e�orts have resulted in a push towards visual
game analytics [16], which focus on data visualization to allow for
greater accessibility for all members of a game team. Having data
represented in this ”casual” [16] manner permits more feedback
and re�ection from designers, which is ultimately bene�cial for a
game.

With respect to the analysis of movement data in particular, a
number of proposals exist for di�erent path visualizations. Com-
monly, the traces of di�erent players are plo�ed individually and
visual properties are used to depict certain a�ributes. For example,
Hoobler et al. [10] varied the thickness of paths to depict elapsed
time. Similarly, Dixit and Youngblood [7] used color cycling to
represent the �ow of time. Wallner and Kriglstein [24] also used
color-coding to re�ect changes of various tracked a�ributes and
coupled the continuous path representation with a node-link vi-
sualization to represent discrete events. A more in-depth review
of path visualization can be found in [23]. However, to the best of
our knowledge, none of the previous approaches have provided a
3D interactive environment for game developers to analyze and
explore these data.

�erefore, there are key research questions to be explored sur-
rounding reporting, visualization, and game analytics [13]. In partic-
ular, the task of reporting is not simple in GUR because researchers
and practitioners o�en come from a variety of backgrounds (psy-
chology, HCI, quality assurance (QA), production, market research,
so�ware engineering), hence there is not always consensus on how
to e�ectively and validly report �ndings. Additionally, the complex-
ity of data (for example the di�erent formats of underlying data)
would mean that results must be communicated in a way that can
be understood by people from a variety of backgrounds.

2.2 Mixed Methods
�is section explores studies that focused on the introduction of
new combinations of mixed methods for a be�er evaluation of
player experience.

As mentioned earlier, TRUE is an approach built to gain deep
insights into user behaviour and improvement of design for other
complex systems such as games [12]. TRUE has 4 main traits: events
in context, a�itudinal data, visualization, and video. �e events in
context look at streams of data rather than aggregated frequency
counts. �e a�itudinal data displays a brief survey at the end of each
race (in the case of the game Shadowrun) or opts to ask a question
every 3 minutes according to the context of the game (in the case
of the game Halo 2). �e video captures digital footage of users
interacting with the products, which is synced with the timestamp
for each event. �e video is automatically indexed, allowing the
ability to skip to positions of interest. �is is an e�ective method
for evaluating quantitative data with qualitative data. In each case
study, the system showed improvement in the quality of design in
the tested games (Shadowrun and Halo 2). Integrating linked video
to back up the a�itudinal data could be seen as a possible next step
in this work.

Canossa et al. [5] explore pa�erns of behaviour that could iden-
tify potential areas of frustration before players resolve to quit a
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game, independent of player personality types. �e paper show-
cased behavioural data to visualize players’ interaction and nav-
igation through a game environment. �e research focused on
visualizing the qualitative and quantitative data using spatial tech-
niques. �e method allows experimenters to see through the eyes
of the player in a manner similar to a video recording of a game ses-
sion. �is carries the added bene�t of having game metrics mapped
on the game environment and e�ectively displays quantitative re-
sults. �e drawback of this approach is the manual qualitative data
logging.

Mirza-Babaei et al. [18] created an approach called Biomet-
ric Storyboards (BioSt) and compared its e�ectiveness to classic
usertesting approaches. �e paper compared the outcome of de-
signing three game prototypes with di�erent testing approaches
(BioSt, classic usertesting, or neither), and argued that usertest-
ing (either with BioSt or with classic approaches) can help video
game designers improve visuals, player fun, and gameplay experi-
ence. �e BioSt tool visualizes data gathered from skin conductivity
levels (SCL), Facial electromyography (EMG) measurements, and
post-gameplay interview. SCL and Facial EMG were recorded be-
cause of their ease of use for tracking and visualizing the data. �e
BioSt tool presents this information as a line graph of aggregated
player experience data, which can then be compared to another
line graph representing designers’ intended gameplay experience.
�is comparison between graphs can highlight key points to indi-
cate players’ progression over time and identify areas of greater
experiences and increased di�culty. �e paper concluded that the
use of either classic usertesting or BioSt usertesting will improve
gameplay. However, the results did not show signi�cant di�er-
ences between classic user studies and the application of the BioSt
technique.

Following more recent work by Mirza-Babaei et al. [19] is an
approach which visualizes players’ SCL by color-coding player
movement traces in a Super Mario Brothers game. Verbal comments
are visualized using comment bubbles seen in the game world. �e
approach visualizes 3 di�erent sets of data: players position, their
biometrics such as SCL, and verbal comments. �e position data is
visualized with lines in the game world, the SCL data is represented
with color spread across the lines, and the verbal comments are
represented by text bubbles in the game world. Both of these are
clear and concise visualizations of think-aloud data mixed with
game metrics. �is uni�ed data visualization provides a readily
understandable method which most developers will �nd easy to
adopt. �is work relates very closely to our tool (Vixen) as it
presents an approach to visualize qualitative and quantitative data
sets in games from various mixed methods. However, the existing
work only o�ers static visualizations, whereas Vixen provides an
interactive and customizable 3D visualizations.

In the interest of creating a uni�ed interactive visualization tool,
we have been developing a Unity3D-based plug-in that facilitates
the gathering of usertesting data such as player in-game position,
facial observations, and custom in-game events. We visualize this
data and provide an interactive in-game 3D environment for devel-
opers to explore and interact with the data (or visualization) from
di�erent angles (e.g. top-down, player’s-eye view, bird’s-eye view).
Vixen represents the data as an extra meta-data layer over existing
level design.

Figure 1: Top-Down Twin Stick Shooter in Unity

Figure 2: Side Scrolling Shooter in Unity

3 VIXEN - TOOL DEVELOPMENT
In this section we describe the systems developed for Vixen. �e
primary system is the player trajectories tool, as it forms the basis
for additional visual layers. �ese layers may include custom in-
game events or a recording of players’ facial expressions to be
displayed along the player trajectory. �e system was also built
to support the possibility of further expansion or additional layers
(see the future work section).

3.1 Player Trajectories
Following from previous research [19], we currently collect move-
ment data, which is obtained at regular time intervals using the 3D
position vector of Unity GameObjects. �is collection of positional
data is wri�en to a �le including timestamps to ensure that points
will be correctly linked in space. �e movement data is represented
by rendered lines that show the path of the player [25].

To visualize player direction, a 2D arrow sprite is rendered at
every timestamped location. �ese arrows are oriented in such a
way as to represent the direction the in-game character was facing
at each timestamp. �is provides designers more insight on how
players traverse the game world. �is visual orientation can aid
designers in understanding segments of levels that may be points of
interest to the player. �is implementation provides a lightweight
system that does not have any hardware prerequisites.

Tracking an object in the game scene requires adding the tracker
script component to the desired GameObject, which will record the
object’s position and/or orientation.
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3.2 Recording Player Facial Observation
A classical evaluation method for player experience is observation
[2]. �is method can yield large amounts of qualitative data that
can provide designers with context for quantitative data. However,
this method can be very time consuming to analyze.

Our tool can record input from the camera device connected to
the computer. �e video recording is completed when the testing
session is �nished, and is then saved as a Unity-compatible �le type.
�is �le is saved alongside the other quantitative data recordings
within an appropriately indexed folder to organize each user’s data.

To go through the video recording, the Observe mode can be
used, enabling an additional viewport. Clicking on any of the nodes
on the path will snap to the relevant point in the video and audio
of the play-through. Since the video and audio media are separate,
if one track is missing, the other data will still be accessible. �e
media are kept separate because this allows for be�er control of
recorded information. �is can be appreciated for two reasons; �rst
is the opportunity to reduce storage usage if one or the other is not
necessary, and second is to comply with any data privacy that may
be in place.

Once the data is saved and organized on a per-user basis, the
videos are ready to be visualized in-game. �is is accomplished by
having a small viewport in the corner of the game screen where
the developer can see the user’s experience as recorded by the
computer’s camera. To e�ectively skim through multiple users’
video recordings, developers can select line renderings to bring
them to the pertinent time in the relevant video. �is is e�ective
because the quantitative data may show unusual player behaviours,
identifying points of interest to review in the video recordings.

�e approach to recording the user’s face provides a number of
bene�ts. Firstly, the facial recording does not interrupt the player
performing the test[22]. Furthermore, the player does not need to
be asked for their opinion during the test, since the observation can
provide information regarding the player’s opinion. �is method
also has the advantage of interpreting basic expressions which are
automatic, because they occur whether the player wants them to
or not [7].

�ere is also the possibility of inferring player experiences using
facial expressions (see the future work section). For example, the
work presented by Tan et al. [22], which extends prior work on vali-
dating the feasibility of using automated facial expressions analysis
as a natural quanti�able method for evaluating player experiences.
�eir work e�ectively quanti�es qualitative emotional data, such
as the appearance of joy, anger, surprise, and neutrality, so it can
be quickly and e�ciently analyzed. �e results show an average
of all participants’ emotions listed above for two di�erent games,
Draw My �ing and Portal 2.

3.3 In-Game Events
Following previous work completed by Medler et. al [16] and Kim
et. al [12], tracking custom in-game events can provide useful
information for designers to improve their game. However, both of
these works used more traditional methods of representing game
events with graphs.

Our tool is developed to have these in-game events represented
in the game world as 2D billboarded sprites with custom icons and

Figure 3: �ird Person Survival Shooter in Unity

colors chosen by the developers. �is can give designers more geo-
graphical awareness of where these events occurred. �is approach
to visualizing in-game events has been done before in multiple dif-
ferent ways such as in [10, 13, 15, 20]. To the best of our knowledge,
existing approaches have not employed techniques similar to our
method. Examples of how these in-game events look can be seen
in the Figures 5, 3, 1, and 2.

Events will be displayed in Observe mode and can be shown as
icons. To show the given icon, the event name needs to be identical
to the recorded name as seen in Figure 4. For example, to record an
event such as the player in the space shooter destroying an enemy,
one would call the event occurred function. �e single line of code
required is as follows: VIX EventManager.eventOccurred(”Scored”,
playerPosition.transform.position, gameController.name);. �is is
recording each time a player kills an enemy and is displayed as
green exclamation marks in Figure 5. �e in-game event visuals
can be customized as needed with custom colors and icons chosen
by the user.

3.4 Interactions
Being able to interact with the data collected makes it easier for
developers with di�erent disciplines to be able to use the data
e�ectively. Our tool enables game developers to explore (�y in
the game) and interact (zoom in/out, show/hide data) with the
visualization. Having the ability to �lter the data is very important,
as large quantities of data will cause small, yet important details
to fade in the massive amount of data displayed, which will be
demonstrated by the case studies presented in this paper.

Figure 4 represents the graphical user interface (GUI) that de-
velopers can access when se�ing up the recordings for their game.
�e �rst notable section in this GUI is the option to choose which
color to render the player trajectories. �ese color options are set
for the beginning and the end of the rendering and apply a linear
interpolation between the colors to assist in a representation of
time that can be quickly understood. �e second notable section is
the Server Upload section, providing the option to push and pull
player’s recorded data to the developer’s own server, if they have
one.

Vixen includes a no-clip camera that is used to visualize the data
in the scene. For the no-clip camera to work, Mouse X and Mouse
Y need to be de�ned as input axes. �ese are generally de�ned by
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default in newly created projects. However, if they are not de�ned,
this can be remedied by se�ing up input axes by navigating to
Edit ¿ Project Se�ings ¿ Input. �e motion of the camera can be
modi�ed to suit the desired control set. �e camera can be found
by searching the scene for the ObserverCamera GameObject or
VIX NoClipCamera. On the GameoOject, there will be a script
called VIX NoClipCameraControls, which can be used to change
the controls.

Filtering the data is an important interaction to provide users
with the opportunity to be�er understand the data presented by
Vixen. In Figure 6, the le� side of the �gure shows Unity’s Inspector
window, which has a list of each participant’s gameplay data. �e
�ltration method being applied in this �gure is an on/o� toggle
for individual usertests. On the right side of the �gure, the data
is displayed a�er �ltration. �e �gure describes an interesting
divergence from the original output seen in Figure 5.

We have explored two of the four opportunities discussed in
the future work section of [19]. �ese two aspects are: Assessing
how well the visualization scales to larger sample sizes, and the
extension of the technique in additional game genres. In order to
observe and evaluate how these future works may function with
our updated version of the tool, we have used two games created
by Unity for evaluation.

3.5 �ird Party Library Licensing
Licences of used 3rd party libraries indicate the ability for por-
tions of Vixen to contain closed source with absence of a full GPL
requirement for release of source material. Using Vixen will not
pollute a project with LGPL or GPL exposed source requirements
so long as the end product maintains only runtime linkage to
the 3rd party libraries used by Vixen. FFmpeg is a multimedia
library for manipulating media �les and streams. FFmpeg is used
in the form of runtime linked binaries compiled to the LGPL 2.1
licence versions used by FFmpeg.Autogen. FFmpeg also exists con-
tained within OpenCV in the forms of opencv �mpeg2410.dll and
opencv �mpeg2410 64.dll also falling under the LGPL 2.1 licence.
FFmpeg.AutoGen is a C# wrapper for FFmpeg and is used to de-
code video/audio format �les into still images and audio bu�er;
for playback of movie �les. OpenCV version 2.4.10 is used in un-
modi�ed state as runtime linked binaries to interface with cam-
era devices, gather camera input, and encode camera input into
video. Compiled components of the OpenCV library exist within
VIX WebCamRecorder.dll solely for interface with the unmodi�ed
binaries. SharpZipLib is used in unmodi�ed state as runtime linked
binaries for the purpose of navigating, packing, and unpacking Zip
�les for exchange between networked devices.

4 EVALUATIONS
�e evaluations were split into two phases; the �rst, a technical eval-
uation, and the second being the visualization evaluation. �e �rst
phase describes the tool performing a set of recordings from par-
ticipants playing games and then visualizing the data. �e second
phase describes the semi-structured interviews that were conducted
to evaluate the visuals presented by the tool.

Figure 4: Vixen Setup Interface for Developers

Phase 1: Tech-
nical Evaluation

Phase 2: Visual-
ization Evaluation

Goals: Identify limita-
tions across multiple
genres and devices

Goals: Assess the
visualizations with
game developers

Approach: Collect
data using di�erent

games and computers

Approach: Interview
a variety of experi-

enced game developers

4.1 Technical Evaluation
�e goal of this evaluation is to collect data for games made in
Unity as well as evaluate the technical limitations of implementing
the tool in games across di�erent genres. �is required the tool to
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be equipped with more than 1 game on more than 1 computer and
have more than 1 participant recorded and visualized.

In our technical evaluation we used two games: the �rst was a
3D survival shooter game1, seen from a bird’s-eye view in Figure 3,
and the other was a 2D top down space shooter game2 as seen in
Figure 5. Both of these games are available for free on the Unity
Asset Store. �e goal was to implement the tool into di�erent Unity
games and perform usertest sessions with each. To complete this
task, the custom Unity package must be imported into the project’s
assets folder. From there, Vixen has a Unity prefab that is required to
be placed in the hierarchy window. Once this is complete, the base
GameObject in the prefab will have a series of properties available
to interact with and modify as necessary. A few of the options
can be seen in Figure 4. �e main script in Figure 4 (VIX Agent)
presents properties available to adjust major features of Vixen. �is
script is also responsible for managing the entire set of Vixen’s
background systems. �is is one procedure that is possible when
integrating a tool into Unity 5.x.

�e player trajectories are set up by a�aching a script found
in the Vixen package and specifying whether orientation values
will also be recorded and rendered. To complete this step, the user
must drag the script from the Assets folder onto the appropriate
GameObject. If the game developer does not have their desired
character in the hierarchy window, the script can be a�ached to the
character’s prefab so that when the character is instantiated during
runtime, the recorder will still be a�ached and able to collect player
trajectories.

To collect custom in-game events, the user is responsible for
deciding which events are to be recorded. �e user will then add
one line of code to the occurrence of that in-game event in their
systems. Lastly, it is necessary to determine the name, icon, and
color for each custom event as seen in Figure 4.

�e �nal setup components would require the user to select the
record mode, and check o� which recordings they desire to activate
for data collection. �ere are some additional options as shown
in Figure 4 for further customization as needed. If a user requires
functionality that does not already exist in the tool, the code is
open source, which will allow them to program the desired systems.
For example, one game had a dimly lit se�ing, so the user added a
�ashlight on/o� se�ing to the camera to be�er see the data in their
game world.

Once the user presses the play bu�on in Unity’s UI, the game will
automatically begin collecting data. A�er hi�ing the play bu�on
again, the recordings will stop. To view the data, the user would
go to the VIX Agent prefab and under the main script, change the
mode to observe. A�er pressing the play bu�on again, the data will
be visualized in the game world.

�e games were played on two computers; the �rst had a 2.4GHz
Intel Core i7-4700HQ CPU with a Nvidia GeForce GTX 860M GPU,
using 16GB of DDR3L RAM. �e second had a 2.8-GHz Intel Core
i5-3360M CPU with an Intel HD Graphics 4000 GPU, using 4GB of
DDR3L RAM. �is was done to ensure that there were no hardware
biases. In-person sessions occurred between 9AM - 5PM, Mon-
day - Friday. Participants played both games back to back in the

1h�ps://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/en/#!/content/40756
2h�ps://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/en/#!/content/13866

Figure 5: Top Down Space Shooter in Unity

Figure 6: Le�: List of all ten participants with 7 greyed out.
Right: Space Shooter �ltered to 3 unique participants that
did not fully understand the controls for verticalmovement.

UOIT Game Science Lab where minimal distractions interrupted
the sessions.

4.2 Evaluation With Game Developers
�e goal of this research is to assess the needs game developers
have for GUR in an academic se�ing. �e tool has been developed
to provide developers with cost-e�ective and easy-to-understand
ways of collecting and analyzing usertesting data. �is research
advances previous work in two key areas. �e �rst is to explore the
current approaches and needs of game designers to develop mixed
methods that improve e�ectiveness and e�ciency of qualitative and
quantitative data collection and analysis. �e second is to advance
meaningful visualizations of player experience analysis, unifying
qualitative and quantitative data.

Ten participants were recruited to participate in the interview
evaluations. �ese participants were a variety of experienced game
developers. �e participants were required to have an undergrad-
uate degree in a relevant �eld of game development. All of the
participants in this study have graduated from UOIT’s Game Devel-
opment and Entrepreneurship undergraduate program (reference
Table 1). In-person sessions occurred between 9AM - 5PM, Mon-
day - Friday in the Game Science Lab, and online sessions were
conducted via Skype in the Game Science Lab. �e Game Science
Lab allows for only one participant to be interviewed at a time. �e
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Table 1: Participant Demographics for Visualization Evaluation

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10
Title Game

Engines Pro-
grammer

Game De-
signer

Games User
Researcher

Game De-
signer

Tools Pro-
grammer

Producer Game
Program-
mer

Game Pro-
grammer

Game
Engines Pro-
grammer

Tools
Program-
mer

Years of
Experience

7 6 6 11 7 6 8 6 6 10

Genre of
Games

Action MOBA,
Side
Scroller

Platformers,
Brawlers,
Action

Serious
Games

Shooter,
Puzzle,
Adven-
ture

Puzzle,
Shooter,
Serious
Games

Action,
Plat-
formers,
Serious

Virtual
Reality

Shooters Racing,
Plat-
former,
Shooters

Game
Engines

Unity, Game
Maker

Unity Unity, Un-
real

Unity Unity Unity Unity,
Flash

Unity,
Flash

Unity Unity,
Game
Maker

Team Size 6 9 26 7 10 5 7 6 10 7

overview of the procedure for each participant with this evaluation
consisted of the following procedure: participant welcome; session
brief and consent form; demographics questions; introductory inter-
view questions; demonstration of tool; semi-structured interview
questions; debrief.

Before starting the session, participants received the study brief
and an informed consent form to read and sign. Participants were
free to participate in the study or leave anytime during the study. If
agreed to continue, participants were asked preliminary questions
to gain an understanding of their background in game development.

�e demographics questions used to gauge participants’ expe-
rience in the game development industry include: What genre of
games have you developed?; How long have you been developing
games?; What is your title as a game developer?; What game en-
gines have you developed games with?; What is the largest team
size you’ve developed a game with?; What �ndings do you care
about?. �e responses to these questions can be found in Table 1.

Participants were then asked a series of preliminary questions
to gain an understanding of their experience with games user re-
search and performing tests on their games. Participants were
asked speci�c questions such as:

• Have you ever performed any testing on a game you’ve
developed?

• If yes, what was the goal of the testing?
• What methods did you perform while testing?
• How many hours did you spend designing and performing

the tests for your game?
• How was the results of the testing presented?
• How e�ective was the results articulated to the team?

A�er these questions, participants reviewed videos and pictures
of the tool’s features for both data collection and visualization. Fol-
lowing this, we entered a discussion with the participant regarding
their opinion on the tool. If the participant struggled to engage in
the discussion, we used these questions to promote conversation:

• What do you think Vixen is showing you?
• How does Vixen di�er from your previous methods of

performing testing?
• Is there any concerns with the way the data is represented?

• Can you see any changes that need to be made in the level
design?

• If this was in your game, how could this help your current
or previous projects?

• What would they change or add to be�er suit your game?
• What limitations can you see with this tool?

5 RESULTS
�is section is divided into two sections; the results of technical
evaluation, and the results of visualization evaluation.

5.1 Technical Results
Regarding the initial setup of the technical evaluation, the pro-
cess was simple without requiring excessive additional time and
resources, since the games for the experiments were developed in
Unity3D. �e tool was especially helpful as it was simple enough to
click and drag in all assets required for tracking. Switching between
usertest mode and developer view mode in the tool needed only a
single bu�on press, allowing for a simple transition between the
two modes.

�e tool o�ers di�erent representations of the data, allowing, for
example, a bird’s-eye view, proving an e�ective method for analysis
similar to a heatmap. �is method of analysis permits the determi-
nation of routes that were most o�en travelled by participants. �is
gave a new perspective on deciphering analytics data for which
locations the participants decided to travel.

5.1.1 Survival Horror Game. �e survival horror game results
showed certain parts of the map where participants would spend
most of their time in one spot, as well as the arousal states associated
with these instances of standing still. �e results show participants
having a low level of arousal at these points. Further investigation,
by selecting nodes on in-game path renderings, demonstrated that
participants displayed negative facial expressions at these times.
Participants also found locations on the map where the AI would
consistently move into a funnel con�guration, allowing the player
to destroy them without moving. �is shows an apparent issue with
the level design and provides ample evidence to justify allocating
resources for developers to make adjustments.
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Participants o�en died in one of the few corners in the map. �is
is caused by the need to constantly move backwards away from
the enemy to survive. �is could potentially be seen as a problem
if the designer deems that this is not a part of the design intent.
�e participants o�en used the bo�om corner of the map, since
the camera was an isometric camera facing the top corner. �is
caused large portions of the map to be unused, serving as a red �ag
for developers to consider game design changes. Figure 3 shows
sample results for one participant in the survival shooter game.

5.1.2 Space Shooter. Regarding the Space Shooter game, from
the data collected, movement data shows that some participants
only moved le� and right, which proved to be unusual behaviour
in contrast with that of other players. �is may occur from either
having a certain play preference or not fully understanding the con-
trols. �e participants would require further investigation through
an interview to develop a concrete answer to this question. �e
results of all ten participants’ data can be found in Figure 5.

When analyzing the data from a bird’s-eye view, a heatmap of the
most commonly traversed portions of the level becomes evident.
�e results of this heatmap show high tra�c from le� to right
at the spawn location and much lower tra�c near the top of the
level. A likely cause of this uneven distribution is that dangerous
enemies spawn only from the top, leaving the top portion of the
map hazardous.

5.2 Visualization Results
�e interviews suggest Vixen has advantages and possible improve-
ments to be implemented in future work. Suggested advantages
and possible areas for improvement for Vixen are as follows:

• Summary of results at a glance
• Similarity to heatmaps
• Locations of level design issues
• Facilitates the discussion
• Fast and simple to set up in any project
• Modularity

All interviewees had developed games for at least 5 years, with
interview data describing the interviewees as working within in-
dependent studios averaging a team size of 6 (exception to P3).
Every interviewee has worked with Unity in the past to assist with
developing or prototyping games. �e �ndings that individual
participants prioritized varied based on their discipline and previ-
ous experiences. To summarize, the most important �ndings for
participants were user experience, sales, and game metrics.

When discussing interviewees’ experience with games user re-
search and testing games, the results show that each participant
has performed some form of testing on at least one of the games
they have developed. �e extent of testing experience among all
participants ranged from internal QA to full studies with consis-
tent, prepared procedures that required proper analysis of data
and presentation of that data to upper management. Only a few
participants (P2, P3, P4) mentioned performing high quality, well-
thought-out with consistent execution of testing on their games.

A�er reviewing the videos and screenshots that showed the
visual results from the usertest sessions, each participant agreed
that the data showcases a summary of results at a glance for
each level.

Speci�c participants (P2,P4,P6,P8,P9,P10) mention that the method
of displaying the data has similarity to heatmaps which provides
a form of comfort when analyzing the data, since they are familiar
with interpreting heatmap results.

�e majority of participants could analyze the visuals and pin-
point speci�c locations of level design issues with as li�le as
the visualization of one participant’s playthrough. �e remaining
participants mention that they would bene�t from seeing additional
playthroughs before coming to conclusions. P4 and P6 both men-
tion the need for additional perspectives (�lters) of the data to come
to a more con�dent conclusion.

Our interviewees mentioned that they were from unique dis-
ciplines in game development, yet each one felt that Vixen was
providing useful information that facilitates the discussion with
peers and supervisors. P1,P2,P3, and P9 all mention challenges in
appropriately articulating the results of their �ndings to their su-
pervisors. A�er reviewing Vixen’s visualizations, each one of these
interviewees explained how these results can simplify the articula-
tion of the data and promote discussion with internal development
team members.

P5 has published successful tools for Unity’s Asset Store and
notes the importance of having a tool that is fast and simple to
set up in any projectm because teams ultimately purchase tools
to expedite their work, saving time and development resources.
Other interviewees (P2,P3,P4,P8,P9) mention that a�er viewing the
setup video for Vixen, they were pleased to see that it requires
minimal drag-and-drops to have the tool prepared for recording
and uses only one toggle switch to view the recordings.

Finally, all participants had comments regarding themodularity
of Vixen, as they each thought about their own games and how
Vixen would compliment their needs. P1, P6, and P10, for example,
mention the desire to apply this tool for debugging purposes. P2,
P3, and P4 enjoyed the ability to have complete customization of
in-game event visuals and multiple ways to customize the player
trajectories to be�er suit their game’s needs.

6 DISCUSSION
�is tool has been developed with independent game developers
and students in mind, as we expect that these teams will have fewer
members and may not have been working together long. New teams
may not have dedicated a GUR group to evaluate in-development
games. To accommodate for this, the tool can be quickly set up by
any member of the team as it does not require much programming
knowledge to implement. �e tool can also remove the challenge
of conducting test sessions and going through gameplay data as
the developers can build an executable of their game with the tool
built into the game and send if o� to players. �is saves time for
developers, as they do not need to run test sessions and they can
still retrieve the data from players for later evaluation using the
server upload and download features. If the team does not have
access to a server, the data can still be retrieved manually from the
participants.

�e core feature of the tool, player trajectory recording, is con-
stantly being improved to provide more accurate results for de-
velopers. From the technical evaluation, we have already made
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improvements in these areas. We are also working towards im-
proving the usability of our tool to make integration faster and
less complicated for developers as we integrate new features. �e
tool is currently based on quantitative data collection, as well as
additional features for recording qualitative data, for instance, the
ability to record the user’s voice through microphone and facial
expressions via webcam. As developers review the usertesting data,
these features enable further analysis of the emotional state of the
user during the usertest. As an additional feature, developers may
prefer to see qualitative data that re�ects the player’s level of en-
gagement playing a game by measuring their physical distance
away from the screen with a depth camera such as the one built
into the Microso� Kinect 2.0[3]. �is feature could enhance the
ability to understand the recordings of physiological data that we
are planning to implement (see the future work section), as it is a
di�erent approach to gathering qualitative data from the player.

Once the Space Shooter game recordings were analyzed in the
game, it was apparent that including orientation information was
not helpful, as the character could not rotate. However, the po-
sition data showed interesting results, as some players displayed
no vertical movement for extended periods of time. �is would
indicate that the player requires a tutorial at the beginning of the
game to learn all navigation options available to them. �e style
of visualization for the line renderings was most e�ective when
viewed from a bird’s-eye view as this was the view the camera had
when the player was interacting with the game. �is can be seen
in Figure 5.

One of the biggest challenges with creating a tool to accommo-
date many games is ensuring a consistent result of data collection
and visualization. For the Survival Shooter, when the in-game
character dies, the game deletes the instance of the character and
instantiates a new one for the next playthrough. �is causes the
link from the tool to the character to become broken. To address
this speci�c issue, we adjusted the way Vixen links to character
objects so that they are able to record data even if the object is
instantiated mid-game. However, there will be a need for each team
to make slight adjustments to Vixen to ensure that the tool can
appropriately interface with the subsystems of a particular game.

Our immediate next step would be to expand on our initial evalua-
tions, inviting game developers to use the tool in their development
and participate in formal evaluation sessions. �is will help us
�ne-tune information about the speci�cs of the tool (such as UI)
and data representation. �is type of future study can also provide
needed insights on any usability issues.

7 FUTURE WORK
�e next steps for this work would be to further integrate the
usertesting process into the tool. An example of this would be
integrating a demographics survey into the beginning segment of
each usertesting session. Moreover, once a session is completed,
a questionnaire system can be also integrated into the tool, allow-
ing participants to answer questions without relying on external
systems. �ese improvements will allow developers to further cen-
tralize the testing process, freeing time and resources to be spent
elsewhere [1].

One of the recording and visualization options is to analyze
certain facial gestures, more speci�cally, the player’s smiling or
frowning expressions. Previous research has demonstrated the pos-
sibility of inferring player experiences using facial expressions [22].
As such, smiling, for example, could be associated with positive
experiences in a game. �is can help provide useful information to
developers, as they gain strong evidence suggesting which portions
of the game are creating a positive experience and can be kept in
the game. �e current version of our tool records facial observa-
tions, which may be analyzed using smile detection algorithms.
For example, Huang and Fuh [11] introduced a real-time, accurate,
and robust smile detection system using the FGNET face database
with an 88.5% detection rate for their methodologies. Obviously,
gameplay will elicit many reactions apart from smiling. Tan et al.
[22] describe joy, anger, surprise and neutrality as other possible
expressions that can be interpreted for quanti�able data.

Moreover, it is possible to capture physiological data from play-
ers to interpret their emotional states during gameplay. For exam-
ple, galvanic skin response (GSR) could be recorded to measure a
player’s arousal state [14]. �ese data could be easily integrated in
our tool, for instance, by color-coding the visualization of player
path trajectories according to GSR value [19]. �ese colors could
range between green (lower level of arousal) and red (higher level
of arousal) to provide a clear visual interpretation of the player’s
emotional state throughout their gameplay. Changes in GSR values
may provide clues as to changes in players’ emotional state at any
given time during gameplay. Given that a low or high GSR only
indicates a possible change in emotions, it is important to correlate
this data with other information to more accurately estimate the
emotional state of the user. We are currently working on a new
feature for the tool that does this by logging a timestamp for both
player position and GSR readings; these timestamps may be synced
to align both data sets.

Eye tracking is another feature that can be included into the
tool. Eye tracking can further specify the exact areas in the game
world that were observed by the player, but will require additional
hardware [15]. Maurus et al. present a novel practice for visualizing
the gaze locations of a participant in a 3D world using heatmaps.
�is form of data representation can provide strong insight into
what players are focusing on in the game world [15]. Eye tracking
data could be a direct improvement from the previous feature of
orientation arrows (See Player Trajectories Section) rendered at
scheduled timestamps along player trajectories.

Although eye tracking or GSR hardware may not be available
to all developers, these data could provide a new perspective into
player experience that is currently di�cult for developers to cap-
ture and meaningfully represent. Another possible advantage for
including these additional data is to provide more �ltering options
for reviewing the gameplay videos, which means faster and more
e�ective analysis of gathered data. For instance, smile detection can
allow game designers to scrub through the video to the timestamps
where a smile is logged. �is can save time, as evaluators do not
have to watch entire gameplay videos to identify key moments in
the player’s experience [11].
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8 CONCLUSIONS
�e current state of this visualization tool is a complete Unity3D
plug-in to help game developers and games user researchers to im-
prove their usertesting process. �e result from our interview study
with professional game developers suggests that the tool could sup-
port developers in the improvement of game design and usability.
�is consequently creates a more enjoyable experience for players,
for example, by improving level designs based on usertest data.
�is tool has the potential to save developers time and resources in
their production cycle through more intuitive data representation
methods and simpler data collection styles.

�e paper’s major contribution to the �eld of games user re-
search and game development is a tool that can provide developers
with a new form of data visualization featuring a 3D interactive en-
vironment for game developers to analyze and explore usertesting
data.
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